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2-WAY COMPUTING, INC., a Nevada
corporation,
Plaintiff,
vs.

Case No.: 2:16-cv-00946
COMPLAINT FOR PATENT
INFRINGEMENT
DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL

GENBAND INC., a Delaware corporation,
Defendant.
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1
2

Plaintiff 2-WAY COMPUTING, INC. (“2-Way”), for its Complaint against Defendant
GENBAND Inc. (“GENBAND” or “Defendant”), alleges as follows:

3

I.

4

1.

This action arises under the Patent Laws of the United States, 35 U.S.C. §§ 100, et

6

2.

This Court has subject matter jurisdiction under 28 U.S.C. §§ 1331 and 1338(a).

7

3.

Upon information and belief, Defendant GENBAND conducts business

5

seq.

8

throughout the United States, including in this judicial district, and has committed the acts

9

complained of in this judicial district and elsewhere.

10
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JURISDICTION AND VENUE

11

4.

Venue is proper in this judicial district under 28 U.S.C. §§ 1391(b) and (c), and

1400(b).

12
13

II.
5.

PARTIES

Plaintiff 2-Way is a corporation organized and existing under the laws of the State

14

of Nevada, having its principal place of business at 2360 Corporate Circle Suite #400,

15

Henderson, Nevada 89074-7722.

16
17

6.

having a principal place of business at 3605 E. Plano Parkway, Plano, Texas 75074.

18

III.

19
20
21
22

On information and belief, Defendant GENBAND is a Delaware corporation

CLAIM FOR RELIEF

INFRINGEMENT OF U.S. PATENT NO. 5,434,797
7.

Plaintiff 2-Way incorporates by reference and realleges each of the allegations set

forth in Paragraphs 1-6 above.
8.

On July 18, 1995, the United States Patent and Trademark Office duly and

23

lawfully issued U.S. Patent No. 5,434,797 entitled “Audio Communication System for a

24

Computer Network” (“the ’797 patent”). A copy of the ’797 patent is attached hereto as Exhibit

25

A. On September 2, 2008, the United States Patent and Trademark Office duly and lawfully

26

issued a Reexamination Certificate for the ’797 patent.

27
28
1
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1

2-Way is the owner by assignment of the ’797 patent and has the legal right to

2

enforce rights under the ’797 patent, sue for infringement, including past infringement, and seek

3

all available relief and damages.

4

10.

2-Way complied with 35 U.S.C. §287. From July 18, 1995 through July 18,

5

2012, neither 2-Way, nor any person or entity acting on its behalf, made, manufactured, sold, or

6

offered for sale within the United States, or imported into the United States, any article covered

7

by, or practicing, any claim the ’797 patent as originally issued or as amended during

8

reexamination. 2-Way thus had no obligation to mark the ’797 patent on any article.

9
10
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9.

11

11.

Defendant, through its agents, employees and servants, has been making, using,

selling, importing, and/or offering to sell audio communication devices and/or services.
12.

Upon information and belief, Defendant has infringed (literally and/or under the

12

doctrine of equivalents) the ’797 patent in this judicial district and throughout the United States

13

by, among other things, making, using, importing, offering for sale and/or selling infringing

14

products, including audio communication devices that support voice over IP communications.

15

13.

By way of example only, and without limitation, Defendant has infringed Claim 1

16

of the ’797 patent by making, using, importing, offering for sale and/or selling the GENBAND

17

8815 IP Telephone (“8815”).

18

14.

To the extent that the preamble is considered to be a limitation, the 8815 was a

19

“computer station of a computer network.” The 8815 connected to a computer network to place

20

and receive calls.

21

15.

22
23
24
25
26
27
28

The 8815 included “a computer station network interface”: the 8815 included

transmitter and receiver circuitry that connected to an Ethernet port.
16.

The 8815 included “a microphone”: the microphone in the base and handset of the

8815 met this limitation.
17.

The 8815 included “a speaker”: the speaker in the handset and headset of the 8815

and the speaker for the speakerphone function met this limitation.
18.

The 8815 included “an audio communication system, said audio communication

system comprising: an audio responsive input unit which accepts analog audio waveform signals
2
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1

from the microphone and digitizes the audio waveform signals”: in order to properly format the

2

user’s speech for transmission from the 8815 to the IP network, the 8815 first converted the

3

analog voice signals into digital voice signals.

4

The 8815 included “an audio output unit which converts digital audio waveform

5

signals to analog audio waveform signals for audible output by the speaker”: in order to properly

6

format the speech received as part of a call for output through the speaker, the 8815 first

7

converted the received digital voice into analog voice signals.

8
9
10
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19.

11

20.

The 8815 included “a computer station controller configured to execute

application programs of said computer station”: the 8815 required one or more processors
programmed to run any applications on the phone.
21.

The 8815 included a “computer station controller coupled to said audio

12

responsive input unit, to said audio output unit, and to said computer station network interface”:

13

the audio responsive input unit, audio output unit, and computer station network interface were

14

connected together to the computer station controller.

15

22.

The 8815 included a “computer station controller configured to accept the

16

digitized audio signals from said audio responsive input unit and to provide the signals in audio

17

data packets for transmission via said computer station network interface over the computer

18

network”: the 8815 used the SIP protocol for calls and VoIP systems use protocols that govern

19

how information is exchanged between the client device and the IP network equipment for the

20

purpose of conducting calls.

21

23.

The 8815 included a “computer station controller further configured to accept

22

audio data packets from said network via said computer station network interface and to transfer

23

said audio data packets to said audio output unit”: the 8815 used the SIP protocol for calls and

24

VoIP systems use protocols that govern how information is exchanged between the client device

25

and the IP network equipment for the purpose of conducting calls.

26

24.

The 8815 included a “computer station controller also managing the operations of

27

the audio communication system while other application programs are actively executing in the

28

computer station controller”: the computer station controller of the 8815 managed the operations
3
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1

of the audio communication system while other application programs, such as the clock, were

2

actively executing in the computer station controller.

3

The 8815 included “a user interface that displays on a screen information relating

4

to the other application programs that are actively executing and information to control the audio

5

communication system”: the 8815 included a screen that displayed information to the user about

6

actively executing application programs and information to control the audio communication

7

system, such as menu options.

8
9
10
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25.

11

26.

Defendant’s 8830 IP Telephone, 8840 IP Telephone, Avaya 1110E IP Telephone,

Avaya 1120E IP Telephone, Avaya 1140E IP Telephone, Avaya 1140E+ IP Telephone, and
Avaya 1120 IP Telephone products also infringed in a substantially similar manner.
27.

Defendant’s infringing products thus operated according to the limitations of one

12

or more claims the ’797 patent. These infringing acts of Defendant violated 35 U.S.C. § 271.

13

Defendant committed these acts of infringement without license or authorization.

14
15
16
17

28.

On information and belief, Defendant has derived and received gains, profits, and

advantages from Defendant’s infringement in an amount that is presently unknown to 2-Way.
29.

By reason of Defendant’s infringement, 2-Way has been damaged and is entitled

to monetary relief in an amount to be determined at trial.

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
4
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1
2
3

PRAYER FOR RELIEF

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff 2-WAY COMPUTING INC. (“2-Way”) prays for judgment and
seeks relief as follows:

4

A.

A judgment that Defendant has infringed U.S. Patent No. 5,434,797;

5

B.

A judgment and order requiring Defendant to pay Plaintiff its damages, costs,

6

expenses, and pre-judgment and post-judgment interest as provided under 35 U.S.C. § 284 for

7

Defendant’s infringement of U.S. Patent No. 5,434,797;

8
9
10
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IV.

11
12
13

C.

A judgment and order requiring Defendant to provide an accounting and to pay

supplemental damages to Plaintiff, including without limitation, pre-judgment and post-judgment
interest;
D.

A trebling of the award of damages under 35 U.S.C. § 284, or such other

enhancement of the award of damages that the Court deems appropriate;
E.

A judgment and order finding that this is an exceptional case within the meaning

14

of 35 U.S.C. § 285 and awarding 2-Way its attorneys’ fees and non-taxable costs under 35

15

U.S.C. § 285;

16

F.

An award of taxable costs; and

17

G.

Such other and further relief as this Court may deem just and proper.

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
5
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1

DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL

2

Pursuant to Rule 38(b) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, Plaintiff 2-WAY

3

COMPUTING INC. demands a trial by jury of all issues raised by the pleadings that are triable

4

by jury.

5
6

DATED this 26th day of April, 2016.

7

Respectfully Submitted,

8

BORGHESE LEGAL, LTD.

9

RUSS, AUGUST & KABAT

10
11

Mark Borghese, Esq.
10161 Park Run Drive, Suite 150
Las Vegas, Nevada 89145
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13
14
15
16
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Reza Mirzaie, Esq.
Paul S. Kroeger, Esq.
Stanley H. Thompson, Jr., Esq.
C. Jay Chung, Esq.
12424 Wilshire Boulevard, 12th Floor
Los Angeles, California 90025
Attorneys for Plaintiff
2-WAY COMPUTING INC.
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ABSTRACT

A two-way audio communication system is designed to
allow basic audio communication between two users on
a common computer network. The audio communication system of the present invention is designed to work
in the background of the computer, so the user can
work on other software applications simultaneously. In
a half-duplex embodiment (i.e., only one user can talk at
a time), if at least two users try to talk at the same time,
an arbitration scheme is employed to settle the dispute.
The winner of the arbitration can send a message, and
the loser's message is discarded. The communication
system reduces the time delay between when a message
is sent on one end, and received at the other. In addition, the system provides for high quality audio reproduction of the message on the other end by minimizing
the number of audible gaps or other artifacts transmitted along with the message.
20 Claims, 14 Drawing Sheets
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AUDIO COMMUNICATION SYSTEM FOR A
COMPUTER NETWORK
This application is a continuation of application Ser. 5
No. 07/898,827, filed Jun. 15, 1992, now abandoned.
FIELD OF THE INVENTION
The present invention relates to the field of audio
communication, and more particularly to enabling 10
audio communication between at least two users in a
computer network.
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
With the increased use of computer networks, many
different media of communication between computer
users are being explored. The most common of these
media is a network messaging system such as electronic
mail. These messaging systems eliminate some use of
office memos, and encourage a paperless office by the
more efficient use of the computer.
These computer messaging systems have several
drawbacks when two network users try to actively
"communicate" with each other. First, conventional
messaging systems require the user to exit his current
task and enter the messaging program. Once in the
messaging program, the user typically types the message, and sends the message via the network to one or
more users. To review a message, the recipient also exits
his current task, and enters the messaging program.
Moreover, the delay between sending the message and
receiving a reply (the reply delay) associated with computer messaging systems does not easily facilitate a
"conversation" between two parties.
Besides electronic mail, messaging systems exist
which allow two or more users to connect and type
messages to other users. However, typing messages
through the computer lacks the personal nature of voice
communication.
Currently, there is software available for the Macintosh ® which allows users on a network to speak with
one another. However, each user must activate a button
to transmit and also to end the transmission. The available software interposes a significant delay between
when one user speaks and another user receives the
voice communication. Moreover, the existing software
requires the user to exit the current task in order to
enter the voice communication application.
Therefore, a need exists for a simple voice communication system for use within a computer network. The
voice communication system should enable real-time,
gapless audio "conversations" to occur across the computer network.

15

20

25

30

35

40

45

50

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
55
The present invention comprises a two-way digital
data audio communication system using digital data
transmission over a shared channel to provide basic
audio communication between two users on a common
network. In the present embodiment, the communica- 60
tion between the two users is half-duplex (i.e., only one
user can talk at a time). The half-duplex operation eliminates the need for echo cancellation and simplifies implementation for systems with audio hardware which is
not capable of generating and receiving sound at the 65
same time. Accordingly, in the present embodiment, if
two users try to talk at the same time, the invention
utilizes an arbitration scheme that does not require re-

2

quest-reply handshaking to occur between the two users' computers to determine which computer may continue transmissions of audio data.
The communication system of the present invention
advantageously utilizes compression of digitized audio
data. The invention further provides a significant reduction in the time between the transmission and reception
of a message as compared to the prior art. In addition,
the system provides high quality audio reproduction of
the message on the receiving end by minimizing the
number of audible gaps or other artifacts transmitted
along with the message. The audio communication
system of the present invention is designed to operate as
a background application. Thus, the user can execute
other software programs simultaneously, yet preserve
the necessary bandwidth for gap-free communication.
In one embodiment, the system also comprises an
audio data storage and retrieval feature. With this feature, one user may record audio data using the audio
input hardware and store the audio data for later retrieval.
One aspect of the present invention involves an audio
communication system for use in a computer station of
a computer network, the computer station having a
network interface, a microphone and a speaker. The
communication system has an audio responsive input
unit which accepts analog audio waveform signals from
the microphone and digitizes the audio waveform signals. An audio output unit converts the digital audio
waveform signals to analog audio waveform signals for
audible output by the speaker. The system has a controller coupled to the audio responsive input unit, to the
audio output unit, and to the network interface. The
controller is configured to accept the digitized audio
signals from the audio input unit and to provide the
signals in audio data packets for transmission over the
computer network. The controller is further configured
to accept audio data packets from the network and to
transfer the audio data packets to the audio output unit.
The controller manages the operations of the audio
communication system without substantially interfering
with other application programs operating on the computer. In other words, the system operates as a background application.
In one embodiment, the audio responsive unit comprises a sound activated audio responsive unit activated
by audio signals to begin processing the audio data.
In a further embodiment, the audio communication
system comprises a data storage and retrieval system
and the controller is configured to accept the digitized
audio signals from the audio input unit and store the
audio signals in the data storage and retrieval system.
The controller can then retrieve (at a later time) the
audio signals from the data storage and retrieval system
and transmit them over the network to another station
or transfer the audio signals to the audio output unit for
playback.
Another aspect of the present invention involves a
method of carrying out audio communication between
users of at least two computer stations in a computer
network. The method involves a number of steps. A
connection is established between at least two computers on the network. Audio waveform input data is received at a first station and the audio waveform data is
digitized to obtain digital audio waveform data. A first
random arbitration value is generated and combined
with the digital audio waveform data and a communication state of the first station to form a digital audio data
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duplex system, it is not necessary to implement echo
packet. The digital audio data packet is transmitted over
the network to a second of the at least two computers
canceling and feedback canceling procedures. Simplifyon the network. The audio data packet is received at the
ing the control of the system assists in maintaining the
second computer station and converted into analog
bandwidth necessary to provide real time communicaform to obtain analogy audio waveform data. The ana- s tion between at least two computer users on the netlog audio waveform data is transferred to a speaker to
work.
generate audible signals.
In order to provide a half-duplex system, the system
control prevents the simultaneous continuous transmisIn one embodiment, the method further involves
sion of audio data from at least two different stations.
compressing the digital audio waveform data prior to
combining the digital audio waveform data with the 10 Therefore, the present invention provides an arbitration
communication state and the random arbitration value,
procedure in the event that two or more users transmit
and expanding the digital audio data at the second comaudio data at the same time. The arbitration procedure
allows each computer to determine which computer
puter station prior to converting the digital audio data
will transmit audio data and which computer will refrom the packet to analog form.
Advantageously, the method of the present invention IS ceive the audio data, when both computers begin transis carried out without substantially interfering with
mission of audio data at the same time, without a request-reply handshake.
other application programs operating on the computers.
System Architecture

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
FIG. 1 is a schematic view illustrating the hardware
utilized by the present invention.
FIG. 2 is a diagram of the audio input and audio
output systems and illustrates the data flow for the
messaging system.
FIG. 3 is a flow chart illustrating the initialization
operations of the audio communication system of the
present invention.
FIGS. 4-9 are flow charts illustrating the functions of
the main control task for the present invention.
FIG. 10 is a flow chart which illustrates the audio
input task of the present invention.
FIG. 11 is a flow chart which illustrates the audio
output task of the present invention.
FIG. 12 is a flow chart which illustrates the network
transmission task of the present invention.
FIG. 13 is a flow chart which illustrates the network
reception task of the present invention.
FIG. 14 illustrates exemplary menus for the present
invention's user interface.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE
PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS
The present invention comprises a two-way audio
communication system within a computer network
environment. Although the present invention can be
used to transmit digital data over any shared channel, it
is preferably used in a computer networking environment. Furthermore, although the present invention may
be implemented over any type of network such as cabled, radio, cellular or other, the description which
follows is for a conventional computer network connected via a cabling system, as is well known in the art.
The present embodiment is also described for those
Macintosh® computers which include microphones
and speakers. However, the invention could be applied
in any computer system with appropriate audio input
and audio output capabilities. The audio input and audio
output hardware need not be internal to the computer,
but may be external peripherals as well.
In the present embodiment, the communication between two parties using the system is half-duplex communication (i.e., only one station transmits at a time).
Implementing the system as a half-duplex system eliminates many problems associated with feedback and
echoing. In a half-duplex system, simpler audio hardware may be used, because the audio system does not
require hardware to receive audio input and generate
audio output simultaneously. Moreover, in a half-
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The overall system block diagram of the present
embodiment is illustrated in FIG. 1. The system comprises at least two network stations 6, 7, 8 connected to
a common network 10. Each network station comprises, in general, a CPU 12a, 12b, 12c equipped with a
network interface 14a, 14b, 14c, a keyboard 16a, 16b,
16c, a mouse 17a, 17b, 17c, a display 18a, 18b, 18c, and
an audio processing system 19a, 19b and 19n. The CPU
12a, 12b, 12c, advantageously comprises system memory (MEM) 13a, 13b, 13c, a mass data storage and retrieval system 15a, 15b, 15c (e.g., a hard disk system),
and other conventional circuitry, as is well known in
the art. The audio processing system 19, as illustrated in
further detail in FIG. 2, comprises and audio input system 20 and audio output system 22. The audio input
system 20 further comprises audio input hardware 24,
an audio input first-in, first-out buffer (FIFO) 34, a
compressor 38 and a network transmission FIFO 36.
The audio input hardware 24 further comprises a sound
sensitive microphone 22, an analog/digital (AID) converter 32 and some data buffers 37. The audio output
system 22 further comprises a network reception FIFO
42, a digital data expander 40, an audio output FIFO 41,
and audio output hardware 26. The audio output hardware 26 further comprises some data buffers 45, a digital/analog (D/A) converter 46 and an audio speaker 20.
In the present embodiment, the system utilizes the microphone 22, the AID converter 32, the digital compressor 38, the digital expander 40, the DIA converter
46, and the speaker 20, provided with many Macintosh ® computers. The audio input FIFO 34, the network transmission FIFO 36, the network reception
FIFO 42, and the audio output FIFO 41, are advantageously configured in memory of each network station
6, 7, 8.
In the present embodiment, the network comprises a
Macintosh ® based networking system. An appropriate
network system for· the present invention is advantageously capable of transmitting 2 Kbytes/second sustained between two stations. One typical Macintosh ®
network transmits up to 20 Kbytes/second sustained,
which provides the capability of more than two stations
(e.g., up to 10 stations) simultaneously utilizing the system of the present invention to carry on communications. Of course, other networking systems and other
hardware configurations may also be utilized according
to the present invention. In one embodiment, if the
network has sufficient bandwidth to allow more than
two computer stations to be connected at the same time,
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the messaging system may comprise a conference feature allowing more than two computers to connect to
facilitate an audio conference.
The User Interface

5

Advantageously, the voice communication system is
available on every network user station having the appropriate hardware and software. In the present embodiment, to enable the system on a computer, the user
selects an icon on the screen which corresponds to the 10
voice communication system of the present invention.
This initiates operation of the system. The system may
then execute as a background program, allowing the
user to execute other application programs actively.
Each computer or user station is considered a local 15
station, and the other user stations on the network 10
are considered remote users. Advantageously, the communication system may be initiated at computer start-up
so that each user does not have to initiate operation
20
before he can be contacted by another user.
When the system software of the present invention is
executing, a variety of menus as illustrated in FIG. 14
are available to the user on the computer display 18
including a File menu 30, a Network menu 27, a Sound
menu 28, and a Preferences menu 29. However, these 25
menus need not appear continually on the screen but
may be activated by a key sequence, as a pull-down
menu, or by selecting the messaging system application
window as the displayed window on the screen, as is
well known in the art for application programs which 30
operate as background applications.
While the system is executing on any given station, it
is not necessary for a connection to be present. To initiate a connection with another user, the Network menu
is accessed with the appropriate key or menu, and a Dial 35
function is selected. A window with a list of available
users who are located at network computers (user stations) currently executing the messaging system appears
on the screen. The initiator of the connection selects the
name of the desired remote user connection. The mes- 40
saging system then attempts to establish a connection
with the selected remote user station. When the other
user answers, conversation may begin. When one user
attempts to contact another user, the user to be contacted will be alerted by a tone or by a message on the 45
screen. To answer a connection request, the Preferences
menu is accessed, and an Answer option is selected. The
messaging system completes the network connection,
and conversation may begin.
If one user desires to eliminate the necessity to an- 50
swer each time another user tries to establish a connection, the Preferences menu may be accessed, and an
Auto Answer option selected. If this option is selected,
each time one user tries to connect to another user, the
messaging system of the local computer station where 55
the Auto Answer option was selected automatically
answers, without requiring that the user manually take
the steps necessary to answer the connection request.
The present invention also provides the capability of
adjusting the sensitivity and sound levels of the com- 60
puter system. This is provided by accessing the Sound
menu. When two users initially establish a connection
between their stations, the speaker volume and microphone (i.e., audio input hardware 24) sensitivity levels
are automatically set to a medium level. The Sound 65
menu provides several options to vary these parameters.
The Louder option increases the speaker volume by a
predetermined increment each time it is selected. The

6

Softer option decreases the speaker volume by a predetermined increment each time it is selected. In one embodiment, the messaging system may display the current level of the speaker volume on the screen in a bar
format when either the Louder or Softer options are
selected.
A Put On Hold option disables the audio input hardware 24 and the audio output hardware 26 for the corresponding station. In other words, the Put On Hold
option causes the system to ignore any audio data received by the microphone 22 and to ignore audio data
transmitted· from the remote station. If the Put On Hold
option is selected again, while the system is "on hold,
"the hold function is disabled and the audio input and
audio output for the station are once again enabled. The
system may be configured to return the sensitivity and
volume levels to the sensitivity and volume levels selected prior to selection of the Put On Hold option by
the user. Alternatively, these levels may return to a
medium level.
The Sensitivity option allows the user to adjust the
sensitivity of the audio input hardware 24. This allows
a user to adjust the sensitivity to prevent continuous
background noise from the surroundings from continually transmitting to a connected remote user. In addition, the sensitivity option allows selection of the sensitivity to meet the typical volume level of the user's
voice. A more sensitive selection increases the sensitivity of the audio input hardware 24, so that the system
will still transmit soft speech. For instance, a More
Sensitive option may be selected when the user is soft
spoken. The Less Sensitive option decreases the sensitivity of audio input from the microphone 22 so that the
background noises are not processed and transmitted to
a remote connection, and only sounds above the desired
sensitivity level are transmitted by the system. For instance, the Less Sensitive option may be selected if the
background noises in the office are loud. The Less Sensitive option and the More Sensitive option will decrease and increase, respectively, the sensitivity by one
predetermined increment each time they are selected.
The sensitivity level is advantageously displayed on the
screen in a bar format when either of these two options
are selected.
In some instances, a user station may have audio
output capabilities but no audio input hardware 24. A
user may also not wish to utilize the audio input capabilities of the system. If a station does not have audio input
hardware 24, but does have audio output hardware 26,
the user may select a Listen Only option in the Preferences menu. This enables the audio output for the station so that the user may receive transmissions from
another station.
In an alternative embodiment, if a user does not wish
to utilize the audio capabilities of the system to speak to
another user, or does not have audio input hardware 24
available on his computer system, that user may select a
Message option (not shown) in the Network menu.
Selecting the Message option causes a message box to
appear on the screen, and the user can send a typewritten message using the keyboard 16 to input a message on
his computer. A message box then appears on the recipient's screen with the typewritten message displayed.
The recipient may either answer by speaking or may use
the Message option on his computer to reply.
Once a communication link has been established between two user stations, the communication link remains active regardless of the execution of other pro-
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grams on the computers. When one user wishes to communicate with the other linked user, the user only needs
to begin talking, and the voice alone activates the transfer of audio data by the messaging system.
When a user wishes to terminate a connection, the
user accesses the Network menu and selects a Hang Up
option. This terminates the connection, but the messaging system remains operational (ready to institute a
connection). While the messaging system remains operational, the user may establish communication with
another user without exiting an executing application
program by accessing the Network menu, as explained
above, and selecting the Dial option.
To stop the messaging system's operation, (i.e., halt
background execution of the system) the File menu is
accessed, and a Quit option is selected. The Quit option
halts program execution, and removes all messaging
system menus from the computer screen. To restart the
system software, the icon corresponding to the system
software is re-selected as described above.
In one embodiment, the compression ratio utilized by
the messaging system is selectable by the user. For
instance, as depicted in FIG. 14, the Preferences menu
29 may include a selection for No Compression, 3: 1 (i.e.,
a three to one compression ratio), and 6:1 (i.e., a six to
one compression ratio). Increasing the compression
ratio reduces the necessary network bandwidth required by the messaging system, but degrades the sound
quality.
Once a communication link is established between
two computers executing the messaging system on the
network, the system operates in one of three modes:
talking, listening, or idling. Talking indicates that the
local computer is transmitting audio data to the remote
user station; listening indicates that the user station is
listening to messages from the remote user station; and
idling means that the computer is waiting for audio
input from the local user or waiting for a message from
the remote user. The messaging system maintains six
operative states which correspond to stages of these
three modes: begin idling, idling, begin talking, talking,
begin listening, and listening. Each of the possible software states is listed below followed by a corresponding
binary value as assigned in the present embodiment.
The binary value corresponding to the current state of
the computer is stored in the CPU's memory as well as
in a status field of audio data packets, as further explained below.
State
"begin idling"
"begin talking"
"begin listening"

Value
()()()

010
100

State
"idling"
"talking"
"listening"

Value

8

is responsible for the transition from one state to another, among many other functions.
In the present embodiment, the system moves audio
data in data packets. A packet of data is a system de5 fined data structure with a given storage capacity. The
data packets of this system are defined to contain up to
100 bytes of digital data. Out of the available 100 bytes
of data, at least two bytes of data are defined as fields in
each data packet to hold status information. The re10
maining 98 bytes are reserved for digital audio data. In
the present embodiment, the first byte of data in the data
packet stores the state of the user station which sent the
packet (i.e., the state of the station which generated the
packet). The second byte of data in the data packet
15
stores an arbitration value which is used to determine
which computer will continue to transmit data if both
computers attempt to transmit data at the same time.
20
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011
101

As illustrated in the table, the binary values of the 55
"begin" states all end in a zero, and the binary values of
all of the active states end in a one. Therefore, to advance the state of the computer from a "begin" state to
an active state, the software performs a logical OR of
the "begin" state binary value with a 1. The system does 60
not necessarily cycle through the states in a sequential
order; rather, the main control of the system determines
the subsequent state of the system by checking a number
of variables. If a station is in a "begin" state and no
variables change during the next iteration of the main 65
control task, the system changes the state to the corresponding active state (by performing the logical OR
function described). The main control task of the system

Data Flow In The System
FIG. 2 schematically illustrates the flow of data in the
messaging system. As illustrated in FIG. 1, each user
has an audio processing system 19 which has audio
input hardware 24 and audio output hardware 26.
Therefore, each user may transmit or receive a message
(packets of data) at any time. Audio input from a first
user will be received by the microphone 22 for the
station, and forwarded to the analog to digital (AID)
converter 32 to convert the analog microphone input
data to digital information. Once the AID converter 32
processes the data, the digital information is moved
through buffers 37 to the audio input FIFO buffer 34.
The digital data is then compressed using the compressor 38 to condense the data. In the present embodiment,
the compressor 38 is provided with the Macintosh ®
computer. However, it should be understood that many
acceptable compression algorithms, implemented in
hardware and/or software, are available which could
be used to perform the compression performed by compressor 38.
Next the compressed information is combined in a
packet with the state and arbitration value for the local
computer. Each packet is then stored in the network
transmission FIFO 36. The network transmission FIFO
36 and the audio input FIFO 34 are advantageously
configured in memory of the CPU 12. In the present
embodiment, each location of the network transmission
FIFO 36 holds enough data for one packet (e.g., 100
bytes in the present invention).
After a packet is stored in the network transmission
FIFO 36, the message system indicates to the network
that information is available in the network transmission
FIFO 36 for transmission on the network. When the
network is ready to move a data packet, the network
removes a data packet from the network transmission
FIFO 36, places each packet onto the network 10, and
delivers the packet to a remote user station.
Once the data is received by a the remote user station,
it is sent through the audio output system 22 of the
remote station where it is converted to audio waveforms to be played by the audio speaker 20. As explained above, the audio output system 22 comprises: a
network reception FIFO 42, an expander 40, an audio
output FIFO 41, Buffers 45, a digital to analog (D/A)
converter 46, and an audio speaker 20. When the data
packets are received by the audio output system 22, the
data packet is stored in the network reception FIFO 42.
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A control task of the present invention periodically
between two stations. Once a connection is established,
checks the network reception FIFO 42. In the present
the messaging system activates and enables the main
embodiment, the messaging system accumulates at least
control task, the audio output task, the audio input task,
three or four packets of data in the network reception
the network transmission task and the network recepFIFO 42 before processing the packets. If the system 5 tion task, as represented in the action block 49.
determines that three or more packets are present in the
Main Control Task
network reception FIFO 42, the system begins processing the packets by expanding the audio data in the packThe main control task manages most of the functions
ets with the expander 40 and transferring the expanded
of the system while a connection is present. The funcdata into the audio output FIFO 41. The messaging 10 tions of the main control include, in general: determinsystem also checks certain status fields in the packet.
ing the current state of the local station and the remote
The expanded audio data transferred to the audio outstation if a connection is present, verifying that the local
put FIFO 41 is then transferred, via the buffers 45, to
and remote stations are in compatible states, advancing
the DIA converter 46. The DIA converter 46 converts
the local station to a new state when warranted, and
the digital information back to analog data to which the 15 controlling the data flow between the two computers.
speaker 20 responds. The data is then transferred from
Once the main control task is activated, it repeats conthe DIA converter 46, and played on the audio speaker
tinually until one of the two users terminates the con20 for the user to hear.
nection.
An example of the typical functions performed by the
System Control
20 main control task are illustrated in the flow charts of
In general, the control of the messaging system of the
FIGS. 4-9. The main control task begins at start block
present invention involves a number of tasks.
SO (FIG. 4) and immediately proceeds to a first decision
A main control task oversees the operation of each
block 52. At the decision block 52, the messaging sysuser station, deciding which state the user station is in at
tem verifies that a connection still exists between the
any given moment. The main control task also deter- 25 local station and a remote station (i.e., verifies that neimines when to enable audio input and output, based on
ther of the users have terminated the connection). If a
the local state of the user station.
connection is not present, the program de-activates the
An audio input task periodically transfers successive
communication tasks and waits for a connection to be
time-ordered packets of audio waveform data from the
established in the initialization routine of FIG. 3, as
input hardware (i.e., the microphone 22, AID con- 30 represented in an action block 53. Once a connection is
verter 32 and buffers 37) to the audio input FIFO 34 for
verified, the program determines if data packets have
later analysis and possible transmission. The audio input
been received from the remote user at a decision block
task would be analogous to a common microphone in an
54. If data packets have been received in the network
analog system and can be enabled or disabled by the
reception FIFO 42, the program processes the data
35 packets at an action block 55. This process packets
main control task.
An audio output task is the logical inverse of the
routine of the main control task is illustrated in addiaudio input task and transfers successive time-ordered
tional detail in FIG. 6.
packets of audio waveform data from the audio output
At an action block 58 (FIG. 6), the remote state is
FIFO 41 to the audio output hardware 26 (i.e., the
read from the first status field of the newly received
buffers 45, DIA converter 46 and the speaker 20). This 40 data packet and stored in a storage location (i.e., varitask also can be enabled or disabled by the main control
able). The messaging system, at a decision block 60,
task.
then determines if the state of the remote system is
A network reception task monitors the connection
"begin talking".
with the remote machine and transfers incoming packIf the remote system is begin talking, the arbitration
ets to the network reception FIFO 42 for analysis and 45 value, which is stored in the second status byte of the
possible output if audio data from the remote machine is
data packet, is stored in the local system memory at an
included in the packet.
action block 62. Next, at decision block 64, the system
A network transmission task monitors the network
checks to see if the audio output task (FIG. 11) is enabled. In the present embodiment, enabling a task does
transmission FIFO 36 and transmits any packets contained in the transmission FIFO 36 to the remote ma- 50 not mean that the task necessarily begins execution, but
chine via the established network communication link.
that a flag is set indicating to the task to carry forth its
All packets transmitted contain a copy of the local
operations on the data the task normally operates upon.
state and an arbitration value of the station that generLikewise, disabling a task does not mean that the task
ated the packet so the remote user station can maintain
halts execution, but that a flat is set indicating to the task
information with respect to the activity occurring on 55 to ignore data that the task would normally operate
the local machine. Although these tasks are explained
upon. As explained, the audio output task controls the
below in sequential order, these tasks may execute contransmission of the digital data which has been received
currently once activated.
in a data packet from the remote computer to the audio
output hardware 26 of the local computer, and will be
60 described in further detail below. If the audio output
Initialization
Advantageously, the five principal tasks described
task is enabled, control continues to a decision block 68.
If the audio output task is not enabled, then the system
above are not initiated until a connection is present
between a local station and a remote station. Therefore,
resets and enables the audio output task at action block
66 and then proceeds to a decision block 68. Resetting
these tasks need not utilize computer time unless a connection is present. FIG. 3 illustrates the function of 65 the audio output task means that the task ignores any
waiting until a connection is present until activating the
old data and processes only newly incoming audio data.
At the decision block 68, the system determines if the
communication tasks. In the flow chart of FIG. 3, a
decision block 48 represents waiting for a connection
received data packet contains audio data in the packet.
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If the packet does not contain audio data, control proceeds to an action block 70 (FIG. 4). If the data packet
does contain audio data, the audio data is expanded in
the expander 40 and moved to the audio output FIFO
41 at an action block 69. The main control task then
continues at the action block 70 (FIG. 4).
At the action block 70, the state of the local computer
is saved in a location of the computer's memory, referred to as the variable "S" for further reference. At an
action block 72, the next state of the local computer is
determined by ORing the present state with a 1. This
will change any "begin" states to the corresponding
active state, but will not affect active states.
At a decision tree 74, the main control task executes
different operations depending on the local computer
state (S). Thus, at decision tree 74, the system makes a
decision based on the state (S) of the local computer. If
the local state (S) is "begin idling", the program advances to an action block 76 and disables the audio
output task (of PIG. 11) of the local computer. Control
then proceeds to an action block 78 where the system
enables the audio input task (of FIG. 10) to receive
input from the audio input hardware 24. The program
then proceeds to the transmission handling operations
illustrated in FIG. 9, as further described below.
If the local state at a decision tree 74 is "begin listening", the program proceeds to the steps illustrated in
FIG. 8, via the continuation block 80 (FIG. 8). At an
action block 82, the program disables the audio input
task (of FIG. 10) of the local computer to prevent an
inadvertent attempt by the user to speak and listen at the
same time.
At a decision block 84, the program checks the state
of the remote station which was stored in the local
computer's memory. If the state of the remote computer
is "begin idling", "idling'', "begin listening" or "listening", the program proceeds to action block 86. At the
action block 86, the main control sets the state of the
local computer to "begin idling". The program then
proceeds to the transmission handling operations (FIG.
9) discussed below. If at decision block 84, the remote
computer is in either the "begin talking" or "talking"
state, then control proceeds to a decision block 88. At
the decision block 88, the system determines if the network reception FIFO 42 contains three or more packets
of data. If the number of packets in the network reception FIFO 42 is less than three, control advances to an
action block 89. At the action block 89, the local state is
set to "begin listening", and control proceeds to the
transmission handling operations of FIG. 9. If the number of packets in the FIFO 42 is three or greater, as
determined in the action block 88, then the system enables the audio output task illustrated in FIG. 11, discussed in greater detail below. Control then proceeds to
the transmission handling operations of FIG. 9.
If at decision block 74 (FIG. 4), the local state is
"idling", control proceeds to a decision block 92. At the
decision block 92, the state of the remote computer
(which was in the last packet received by the local
computer from the remote computer) is checked. If the
state of the remote computer is "begin listening" or
"listening", the program proceeds directly to the transmission handling operations of FIG. 9. If the remote
computer is in either the "begin idling" or "idling"
states, control proceeds to a decision block 94. At the
decision block 94, the system determines if there are
data packets in the network transmission FIFO 36. If no
packets are found in the network transmission FIFO 36,
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then the main control task proceeds to the transmission
handling operations of FIG. 9. If the network transmission FIFO 36 contains data packets, control advances to
an action block 96. At the action block 96, the main
control task sets the local state to "begin talking", because the audio input hardware 24 of the local computer
received audio input while it was "idling". After the
local state is set to "begin talking", control proceeds to
the transmission handling operations of FIG. 9.
If at decision block 92, the state of the remote computer is either "begin talking" or "talking", the program
advances to an action block 98. At the action block 98,
the main control task sets the state of the local computer
to "begin listening", because the remote computer sent
a message to the local computer while the local computer was "idling" (i.e. waiting for some form of input)
as determined at the decision block 74. After the state of
the local computer has been set at the action block 98,
control proceeds to the transmission handling operations of FIG. 9.
If at decision block 74, the state of the local computer
is "listening", control proceeds to the continuation flow
chart of FIG. 5. In a decision block 100, the state of the
remote computer is checked. If the state of the remote
computer is either "begin talking" or "talking", control
proceeds to the transmission handling task of FIG. 9. If
at the decision block 100, the status of the remote computer is either "begin listening" or "listening", control
proceeds to an action block 102. At the action block
102, the state of the local computer is set to "begin
idling", as both the local computer and the remote computer are waiting to receive a message. The main control task then proceeds to the transmission handling
operations of FIG. 9.
If at decision block 100 the state of the remote computer is either "begin idling" or "idling", control proceeds to a decision block 104. At the decision block 104,
the system checks to see if the audio output FIFO 41 is
empty. If there is still data in the audio output FIFO 41,
the program proceeds to the transmission handling operations as illustrated in FIG. 9, in order to process the
remaining data. If the audio output FIFO 41 is empty,
the local computer has finished processing data received from the remote computer, and the program
proceeds to an action block 106. At the action block
106, the state of the local computer is set to "begin
idling", and control proceeds to the transmission handling operations of FIG. 9.
If at the action block 74, the state of the local computer is either "begin talking" or "talking'', control
advances to the steps illustrated in the continuation flow
chart of FIG. 7, via a continuation block 108 (FIG. 7).
At a decision block 110 (FIG. 7), the system determines
if further data has been generated by the local audio
input hardware 24. If no additional data has been generated, the main control task advances to an action block
112. At the action block 112, the local state is set to
"begin idling", and the local main control task awaits
either additional audio input through the microphone
22 or the receipt of a message from the remote computer. After setting the local state to "begin idling," the
program proceeds to the transmission handling operations of FIG. 9.
If at the decision block 110, further audio input is
available from the audio input hardware 24, the program proceeds to a decision block 114. At the decision
block 114, the main control task determines if the remote computer is in either the "begin talking" or the
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"talking" state. If the remote computer is not in either
Each computer performs the same arbitration beof these states, the local computer may continue to
cause each has received a packet from the other with
process the audio input from the audio input hardware
the other's .arbitration value. In that both the local and
24. Control in the main control task then proceeds to
remote user stations will have the arbitration numbers
the transmission handling task of FIG. 9. The audio 5 which were stored in the last packet received and the
last packet transmitted, the results of the arbitration will
input task, which manages audio input from the audio
be the same for each user station. Therefore, each user
input hardware 24, is illustrated in FIG. 10 and will be
station performs the same arbitration and determines
described in greater detail below.
If at decision block 114 (FIG. 7), the state of the
the same answer to the arbitration without having to
remote computer is either "begin talking" or "talking'', 10 carry forth any further handshake or communication
control proceeds to an action block 118. At the action
operation to determine which computer will proceed
block 118 the system performs arbitration. Arbitration
with further transmission. The user station that loses the
is performed because the decision blocks have indicated
arbitration enters the begin listening state, and the computer that wins the arbitration continues transmitting
that both the local user station and the remote user
station are in the "begin talking" or "talking" states. 15 information, but does not process the packet received
from the other user station that lost the arbitration. As
This indicates that both stations have initiated a transmission of audio data at the same time. In this case, it is
long as the station that lost the arbitration remains in the
advantageous to perform arbitration in the half-duplex
listening state, it does not accept audio input from the
system to determine which computer will continue the
user (because the audio input task will be disabled), but
transmission. However, performing a message-reply 20 processes the audio data from the station that won the
arbitration. Once the station that won the arbitration
handshake would interpose an additional delay into the
system. Therefore, the arbitration performed in the
changes from the talking state back to the idling state
and sends a packet to the station that lost the arbitration,
system of the present invention does not require a mesthe station that lost the arbitration (in the listening state)
sage-reply handshake.
The arbitration entails the local computer comparing 25 returns to the idling state and may again accept audio
the arbitration value from the remote computer (which
input from the user (because audio input will be enabled
in the action block 78 (FIG. 4)).
was stored when the last packet received the remote
Although the arbitration number is stored in each
computer) to the arbitration value of the local computer
packet created, as will be further explained below, a
(which was stored when the last packet transmitted
from the local computer). These arbitration values are 30 new arbitration number is only generated when a station enters the "begin talking" state.
random numbers which are stored in each packet creThe transmission handling operations of FIG. 9 begin
ated for transmission to another computer. New ranat a continuation block 124. At a decision block 126, the
dom numbers are generated by a station whenever the
main control task determines if the local state has
station enters the begin talking state. If the local computer initiated the connection between the two users, 35 changed. If the local state has changed (since the last
time through the transmission handling operations),
then the random number for the local computer is an
control proceeds to an action block 128. If the local
odd number; the remote random numbers will be generstate has not changed, control proceeds to a decision
ated as even numbers. If the remote computer initiated
block 130. At the decision block 130, the system deterthe connection, the random number for the local computer is an even number; and the remote random num- 40 mines if the audio input FIFO 34 contains any data. If
the audio input FIFO 34 contains data, the main control
ber generated will be an odd number. The random numtask proceeds to the action block 128. If the audio input
ber from one machine is chosen to be even and the
FIFO 34 does not contain data, control proceeds to a
random number from the other machine is chosen to be
decision block 131. At the decision block 131, the sysodd to eliminate the chance of a tie when the two arbitration values are compared. Accordingly, in the action 45 tem determines if the time elapsed since the last data
packet was transmitted is greater than one second. If the
block 118, the arbitration number from the local comtime elapsed since transmission of the last data packet
puter is compared to the arbitration number from the
was more than one second, control advances to the
remote computer. Control then proceeds to a decision
action block 128. If the time elapsed since the transmisblock 120.
If at the decision block 120, the arbitration number of 50 sion of the last data packet was less than one second, the
main control returns to the start block SO (FIG. 4).
the local computer is greater than the arbitration numThe decision blocks 126, 130 and 131 essentially prober from the remote computer, control proceeds to an
vide that a packet will be transmitted if the local station
action block 116, the data from the remote station is
has changed states, the audio input FIFO 34 contains
discarded by the local station. The main control task
then proceeds to the transmission handling operations 55 additional audio data or the time elapsed since the last
packet transmission is greater than one second. With
of FIG. 9. If at the decision block 120, the arbitration
respect to the last packet transmission being greater
number from the remote computer is greater than the
than one second, the system of the present invention
arbitration number from the local computer, control
sends a packet at least once every second from the local
proceeds to an action block 122. Because the local computer lost the arbitration, the message that the local 60 user station to the connected remote user station. The
packet may contain no audio data, and may send a
computer sent to the remote computer is discarded by
packet containing only the arbitration value and the
the remote station, and the local user will have to try to
local state. The remote computer, executing in the same
send a new message, after the remote user finishes talkprogram, likewise sends at least one packet every secing. At the action block 122, the state of the local computer is set to ''begin listening", to enable the continued 65 ond to the local computer. In this manner a local station
monitors the state of a connected remote station and
receipt of packets from by the remote computer. After
will determine if the remote station has terminated the
the action block 122, the main control task advances to
connection because the local station will receive no
the transmission handling operations of FIG. 9.
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packets from the remote system for more than one second.
At the action block 128, a new packet is prepared by
configuring a new packet data structure. At an action
block 132, the current local state of the computer is
stored in the first status field of the new packet. At a
decision block 134, the main control branches depending on the local state just stored in the packet. If the
local computer is in the "begin talking" state, control
advances to an action block 136. At the action block
136, the computer generates a new arbitration number
(a random even or odd number). As explained, the arbitration number is used to settle a dispute with the remote computer, in the event that both stations try to
send data (i.e., "talk", at the same time). As explained,
the arbitration number is a random number that is generated by the local computer. The arbitration number is
stored in each packet. The random number that is generated is stored as the current arbitration value, and
control proceeds to an action block 140.
If at decision block 134 the local computer is not in
the "begin talking" state, control advances to a decision
block 138 where the main control task determines if the
local computer is in the "talking" state. If at the decision
block 138, it is determined that the computer is not in
the "talking" state, then control returns to the start
block 50 of (FIG. 4). If the local computer is in the
"talking" state, control proceeds to an action block 140.
At the action block 140, the computer stores the current
arbitration value in the second status field of the data
packet. In general, if the local state is talking, a new
arbitration value is not generated and the previous arbitration value is stored in the packet. In other words, a
new arbitration value is only generated each time the
local computer enters the "begin talking" state. That
arbitration value remains unchanged until the local
station again enters the "begin talking" state.
At a decision block 142, the system determines if the
audio input FIFO 34 is empty. If the audio input FIFO
34 is empty, the control proceeds to an action block 144.
If the audio input FIFO 34 is not empty, control proceeds to an action block 146. At the action block 146, a
block of audio data from the audio input FIFO 34 is
compressed with the compressor 38 and stored in the
audio storage portion of the data packet currently being
created. The generated packet containing the local
state, the local station arbitration value and the audio
data, if available, is stored in the network transmission
FIFO 36. The network transmission task (FIG. 12),
which will be described in greater detail below, will
initiate the transfer of the packet over the network.
Control then proceeds to the start block 50 (FIG. 4).
This cycle continues until at least one of the two users
wishes to terminate the connection between the two
computers.
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not available, control advances to a return block 158,
and the audio input task repeats.
If audio data is available, control advances to a decision block 152. At the decision block 152, the software
verifies that the amplitude of audio input that is received exceeds the minimum amplitude threshold set by
the local user. If the threshold was exceeded, the control advances to an action block 154. If the threshold
was not exceeded, control proceeds to a decision block
156. At the decision block 156, the system determines if
the amplitude thre~hold was exceeded :Within the last·
0.5 seconds by prev10us data. If the amphtude thresh?ld
was recently exceeded, control advances to the action
block 15~. I~ the threshold was not recently exceeded,
the data is discarded~~ control proceeds to the ret1;1rn
block 158 and the ~ud10 mput task rep~at~. At the action
blo.ck 154, the audio data f~o~ the audio mput hardware
~is t~ansferred to the audio mput FIFO 34 fo.r processmg. Fmally, control p~oc~eds to the subroutme return
block 158, and the aud10 mput task repeats.
The Audio Output Task
FIG. 11 illustrates that the audio output task transfers
data from the audio output FIFO 41 to the audio output
hardware 26 (the Buffers 45, the DIA converter 45 and
the speaker 20). The audio output task begins at start
block 160 and control proceeds to a decision block 161.
At the decision block 161, the audio output task determines if it is enabled, (i.e., a flag is set indicating that the
task is to process data). If the audio output task is not
enabled, it does not process data. If the audio output
task is enabled, control proceeds to a decision block
162, and the system determines if the audio output
FIFO 41 is empty. If the audio output FIFO 41 is
empty, control advances to a return block 168, the
audio output task repeats. If the audio output FIFO 41
is not empty, control advances to a decision block 164.
At the decision block 164, the system determines if the
audio output hardware 26 is ready to receive data. If the
audio output hardware is not ready for data, the system
proceeds to the return block 168, and the audio output
task repeats. If the audio hardware is ready for data,
control advances to an action block 166. At the action
block 166, data is transferred from the audio output
FIFO 41 to the audio output hardware 26. Control than
advances to the return block 168, the audio output task
repeats.

The Network Transmission Task
FIG. 12 illustrates the network transmission task
which enables data onto the network. The network
transmission task t>egins at start block 170 and its function is to transfer data packets from the network transmission FIFO 36 to the network. From the start block
55 170, the network transmission task begins at decision
block 172 and determines if the network transmission
FIFO 36 is empty. If the network transmission FIFO 36
The Audio Input Task
is empty, control proceeds to a return block 178, and the
FIG. 10 illustrates the audio input task beginning at a
network transmission task repeats. If the network transstart block 148. The audio input task is executed to 60 mission FIFO 36 is not empty, control advances to an
transfer data from the audio input hardware 24 to the
action block 174. At the action block 174, the first data
audio input FIFO 34. At a decision block 149 the audio
packet in the network transmission FIFO 36 is enabled
input task determines if it is enabled (i.e., a flag indicates
onto the network 10, and is sent to the remote comit is to process data). If it is not enabled, the audio input
puter. This occurs by providing an indication to the
task does not process data. If the audio input task is 65 network of the location of the data, the amount of data
enabled, control proceeds to a decision block 150, and
to be transferred and the destination. The network then
the local computer determines if audio input data is
retrieves the data and transfers the data over the network 10 to the destination. The network then provides
available from the audio input hardware 24. If data is
50
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an indication to the local control program (the network
from one station and received at another station, since
there is no waiting for the receipt of a handshake before
transmission task) that the data has been transferred.
The network protocol is defined by the network interthe data is sent. The system of the present invention
face, as is well known in the art. Then, at an action
sends the status information along with the data, and
block 176, the packet which was transmitted from the 5 allows each computer to formulate an independent denetwork transmission FIFO 36 is removed from the
cision based on the status fields that are sent rather than
using a handshaking architecture. Finally, the system
FIFO 36. The data need not necessarily be removed
from the FIFO 36, but an indicator or flag can be set
provides for a high quality audio reproduction of the
indicating that the location in the FIFO 36 which conmessage by minimizing the number of audible gaps or
tains the transmitted packet is available for a new 10 other artifacts transmitted along with the message.
packet. Control then proceeds to the return block 178,
One embodiment of the present invention may also
comprise an audio data storage and retrieval feature. In
and the network transmission task repeats.
other words, the audio data input by one user at one
The Network Reception Task
user station need not necessarily be played immediately
The network reception task is illustrated in FIG. 13 15 to another connected user, but could be recorded in
and begins at the start block 180. The network reception
memory of the computer or on other mass storage
media such as a disk storage and retrieval system. This
task receives data from the network and transfers the
would allow for later retrieval of the audio data by the
data packets to the network reception FIFO 42 where
the packets are maintained for processing. At a decision
same user or another user. This feature has uses such as
block 182, the system determines if a packet of data was 20 voice mail, dictation, and many others.
received from a remote location. In general, the netThe present invention may be embodied in other
work indicates to the local computer that it has informaspecific forms without departing from its spirit or essential characteristics. The described embodiments are to
tion from a remote location. The local station then accepts this data and the messaging system stores the
be considered in all respects only as illustrative and not
·packet in the network reception FIFO 42. If a data 25 restrictive. The scope of the invention is, therefore,
indicated by the appended claims rather than the forepacket was not received from the network, control
proceeds to a return block 186, and the network recepgoing description. All changes which come within the
meaning and range of equivalency of the claims are to
tion task repeats. If a data packet was received, control
be embraced within their scope.
advances to an action block 184. At the action block
What is claimed is:
184, the data packet is transferred from the network 10 30
to the network reception FIFO 42. Control then ad1. A computer station of a computer network, said
computer station comprising:
vances to the return block 186, and the network recepa computer station network interface;
tion task repeats.
As explained above, the tasks described above advana microphone;
tageously execute as concurrently operating tasks in 35
a speaker; and
an audio communication system, said audio commuone embodiment. These tasks may also each be interrupt
nication system comprising:
driven. For instance, in one embodiment, when the
an audio responsive input unit which accepts analog
buffer 37 becomes full from audio data from the AID
audio waveform signals from the microphone and
converter 32, this signals an interrupt which activates
digitizes the audio waveform signals;
the audio input task. An interrupt driven system has the 40
an audio output unit which converts digital audio
advantage that it will operate effectively in a cooperawaveform signals to analog audio waveform sigtive multitasking environment.
nals for audible output by the speaker; and
Although the present invention has been described as
a computer station controller configured to execute
a half-duplex system, the present invention could be
application programs of said computer station, said
implemented as a full-duplex communication system. A 45
computer station controller coupled to said audio
full-duplex system is capable of processing audio input
responsive input unit, to said audio output unit, and
from the user and transmitting that data to a remote
to said computer station network interface, said
station simultaneously with receiving data from the
computer station controller configured to accept
remote station and processing the data for output. In a
the digitized audio signals from said audio responfull-duplex system, the arbitration explained above be- 50
sive input unit and to provide the signals in audio
comes unnecessary in that both stations may transmit
data packets for transmission via said computer
and receive at the same time. However, in a full-duplex
station network interface over the computer netsystem, the system further requires additional bandwork, said computer station controller further conwidth and comprises feedback control to prevent audio
figured to accept audio data packets from said
data playing on the speaker of one station from being 55
network via said computer station network interaccepted as input data at the same station. Advantaface and to transfer said audio data packets to said
geously, the full duplex system would also operate as a
audio output unit, said computer station controller
background application.
also managing the operations of the audio commuThe audio communication system of the present innication system while other application programs
vention allows basic audio communication between at 60
are actively executing in the computer station conleast two users on a common network. In addition, the
audio communication system is designed to execute as a
troller.
2. The computer station of claim 1, wherein said
background application while the user works with
audio responsive unit comprises a sound activated audio
other applications. The arbitration routine does not
require handshaking to determine which user's message 65 responsive unit activated by audio signals to begin processing the audio data.
will be sent and which will be discarded if both users
3. The computer station of claim 1, wherein said
attempt to talk at the same time. This allows for a reducaudio responsive input unit further comprises an analog
tion in the time delay between when a message is sent
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to digital convertor and a compressor, and wherein said
audio output unit comprises a digital to analog convertor and an expander.
4. The computer station of claim 1, wherein said
audio responsive input unit comprises a variable sensitivity audio responsive input unit which responds to
signals from said controller to vary the sensitivity of the
audio responsive unit to audio waveform signals from
the microphone.
5. The computer station of claim 1, wherein said
audio output unit comprises a variable volume level
audio output unit which responds to signals from said
controller to vary the volume level provided by the
audio responsive unit to the speaker.
6. The computer station of claim 1, wherein said
packets comprise a status field which contains data
which reflects an operative communication state of the
computer, an arbitration field which contains data
which reflects an arbitration value, and an audio data
field which contains compressed digital audio waveform data.
7. The computer station of claim 6, wherein the controller further comprises an arbitration module which
determines without handshaking, which of at least two
computers in the computer network will continue to
transmit audio data when said at least two computers
simultaneously begin sending audio data.
8. A network computer station on a computer network, said computer station comprising:
a computer station controller:
an audio output unit;
an audio input unit; and
an audio communication system, said audio communication system comprising:
a user interface having a plurality of user selections;
a computer station audio communication state data
structure which contains a value indicative of one
of a plurality of operative slates of the audio communication system;
a main control block operating in said computer station controller which controls the overall operation of the two-way audio communication system,
said main control block responsive to said user
selections, said main control block further monitoring the state contained in the computer station
audio communication state data structure, said
main control block configured to operate while
other systems are actively executing on said network computer station;
a first network communication block which accepts
audio data from said audio input hardware and
indicates to the network that data is available for
transmission; and
a second network communication control block
which accepts audio data transferred over the network and provides the data to the audio output
hardware of the user station.
9. The computer station of claim 8, further comprising:
an audio input control block which accepts audio
data from said audio input hardware, compresses
the data, combines the data with the operative state
of the network computer and provides the data to
the first network communication control block;
and
an audio output control block which accepts audio
data from said second network communication
control block, wherein the data is compressed
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audio data, expands the compressed audio data and
provides the data to the audio output hardware of
the network computer.
10. The computer station of claim 8, wherein said
user selections comprise a dial selection, an answer
selection, a hang up selection, a louder selection, a
softer selection, a more sensitive selection, a less sensitive selection, and an auto answer selection.
11. The computer station of claim 9, wherein each
control block is an interrupt activated control block.
12. The computer station of claim 9, wherein each
control block operates concurrently, and operates while
application programs not associated with the communication system are actively executing in said network
computer station.
13. The computer station of claim 9, wherein the
audio input control block is activated upon detection of
audio signal from the microphone.
14. The computer station of claim 9, wherein the
compression occurs at a pre-selected ratio, said preselected ratio comprising a further user selection.
15. A method of carrying out audio communication
between users of at least two computer stations in a
computer network, said at least two computer stations
having respective computer station controllers coupled
to respective computer station network interfaces, said
method comprising the steps of:
establishing a connection between the at least two
computer stations on the network with a first of
said at least two computer stations;
receiving audio waveform input data at the first computer station via the first computer station network
interface;
digitizing said audio waveform data to obtain digital
audio waveform data;
generating a first random arbitration data value;
in the first computer station controller, combining
said digital audio waveform data with a communication state of the first station and with the random
arbitration data value generated by said first station
to form a digital audio data packet;
transmitting the digital audio data packet over the
network via the first computer station network
interface to a second of said at least two computers
on the network;
receiving the audio data packet at said second computer station via the second computer station network interface;
converting the digital audio data from the packet to
analog form to obtain analog audio waveform data;
and
transferring the analog audio waveform data to a
speaker to generate audible signals.
16. The method of claim 15, further comprising the
steps of:
compressing said digital audio waveform data prior
to combining said digital audio waveform data
with the communication state and the random arbitration value; and
expanding the digital audio data at said second computer station prior to converting the digital audio
data from said packet to analog form.
17. A computer station, said computer station comprising:
a computer station controller coupled to a computer
station network interface;
a microphone;
a speaker; and
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tion programs are actively executing on the coman audio communication system, said audio commuputer station.
nication system comprising:
18. The computer station of claim 17, wherein the
an audio responsive input unit which accepts analog
controller is further configured to retrieve the digitized
audio waveform signals from the microphone and
digitizes the audio waveform signals;
5 audio signals from the data storage system and provide
the digitized audio signals to the audio output unit.
an audio output unit which converts digital audio
19. The computer station of claim 17, wherein said
waveform signals to analog audio waveform sigaudio
responsive unit comprises a sound activated audio
nals for audible output by the speaker;
responsive unit activated by audio signals to begin proa data storage system; and
10 cessing the audio data.
a computer station controller in communication with
20. The computer station of claim 17, wherein the
said audio responsive input unit, with said audio
computer is a network computer and has a network
output unit, and with said data storage system, said
interface, said controller further in communication with
computer station controller configured to accept
the network interface and configured to provide the
the digitized audio signals from said audio respon- 15 audio signals in audio data packets for transmission over
sive input unit and to store the digitized audio sigthe computer network, and further configured to accept
nals in the data storage system, said computer staaudio data packets from said network and to transfer
tion controller also managing the operations of the
said audio data packets to said audio output unit.
audio communication system while other applica* * * * *
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ABSTRACT

A two-way audio communication system is designed to
allow basic audio communication between two users on a
common computer network. The audio communication system of the present invention is designed to work in the background of the computer, so the user can work on other software applications simultaneously. In a half-duplex
embodiment (i.e., only one user can talk at a time), if at least
two users try to talk at the same time, an arbitration scheme
is employed to settle the dispute. The winner of the arbitration can send a message, and the loser's message is discarded. The communication system reduces the time delay
between when a message is sent on one end, and received at
the other. In addition, the system provides for high quality
audio reproduction of the message on the other end by minimizing the number of audible gaps or other artifacts transmitted along with the message.
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an
audio
responsive
input
unit which accepts analog
EXPARTE
audio waveform signals from the microphone and digiREEXAMINATION CERTIFICATE
tizes the audio waveform signals;
ISSUED UNDER 35 U.S.C. 307
an audio output unit which converts digital audio waveTHE PATENT IS HEREBY AMENDED AS
INDICATED BELOW.

form signals to analog audio waveform signals for
audible output by the speaker; and

a computer station controller configured to execute application programs of said computer station, said computer
station controller coupled to said audio respon10
sive input unit, to said audio output unit, and to said
computer station network interface, said computer station controller configured to accept the digitized audio
AS A RESULT OF REEXAMINATION, IT HAS BEEN
signals from said audio responsive input unit and to
DETERMINED THAT:
provide the signals in audio data packets for transmis15
sion via said computer station network interface over
Claims 1, 6, 8 and 17 are determined to be patentable as
the computer network, said computer station controller
amended.
further configured to accept audio data packets from
said network via said computer station network interClaims 2-5, 7, 9-16and18-20, dependent on an amended
20
face and to transfer said audio data packets to said
claim, are determined to be patentable.
audio output unit, said computer station controller also
managing the operations of the audio communication
New claims 21-32 are added and determined to be patentsystem while other application programs are actively
able.
executing in the computer station controller, wherein
said packets comprise a status field which contains data
25
1. A computer station of a computer network, said comwhich reflects an operative communication state of the
puter station comprising:
computer, an arbitration field which contains data
a computer station network interface;
which reflects an arbitration value, and an audio data
a microphone;
field which contains compressed digital audio wavea speaker; and
30
form data.
8. A network computer station on a computer network,
an audio communication system, said audio communicasaid computer station comprising:
tion system comprising:
a computer station controller:
an audio responsive input unit which accepts analog audio
waveform signals from the microphone and digitizes
an audio output unit;
35
the audio waveform signals;
an audio input unit; and
an audio output unit which converts digital audio wavean audio communication system, said audio communicaform signals to analog audio waveform signals for
tion system comprising:
audible output by the speaker; [and]
a user interface having a plurality of user selections,
a computer station controller configured to execute appli40
wherein the user interface comprises a display on a
cation programs of said computer station, said comscreen of a list of names available for selection for
puter station controller coupled to said audio responestablishing an audio communication;
sive input unit, to said audio output unit, and to said
a
computer
station audio communication state data struccomputer station network interface, said computer stature
which
contains a value indicative of one of a plution controller configured to accept the digitized audio
45
rality of operative slates of the audio communication
signals from said audio responsive input unit and to
system;
provide the signals in audio data packets for transmisa main control block operating in said computer station
sion via said computer station network interface over
controller which controls the overall operation of the
the computer network, said computer station controller
two-way audio communication system, said main confurther configured to accept audio data packets from
50
trol block responsive to said user selections from the
said network via said computer station network interdisplayed list of names, said main control block further
face and to transfer said audio data packets to said
monitoring the state contained in the computer station
audio output unit, said computer station controller also
audio communication state data structure, said main
managing the operations of the audio communication
control block configured to operate while other systems
system while other application programs are actively
55
are actively executing on said computer station controlexecuting in the computer station controller; and
ler on said network computer station;
a user interface that displays on a screen information
relating to the other application programs that are
a first network communication block which accepts audio
data from said audio input hardware and indicates to
actively executing and information to control the audio
communication system.
the network that data is available for transmission; and
60
6. [The] A computer station of [claim 1] a computer
a second network communication control block which
network, said computer station comprising:
accepts audio data transferred over the network and
a computer station network interface;
provides the data to the audio output hardware of the
a microphone;
user station.
17. A computer station, said computer station comprising:
a speaker; and
65
an audio communication system, said audio communicaa computer station controller coupled to a computer station system comprising:
tion network interface;

Matter enclosed in heavy brackets [ ] appeared in the
patent, but has been deleted and is no longer a part of the
patent; matter printed in italics indicates additions made
to the patent.
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a microphone;
a speaker; and
an audio communication system that transmits and
receives digitized audio data packets over a wireless
network, said audio communication system comprising:
an audio responsive input unit which accepts analog audio
waveform signals from the microphone and digitizes
the audio waveform signals;
an audio output unit which converts digital audio waveform signals to analog audio waveform signals for
audible output by the speaker;
a user interface that displays on a screen information
relating to other application programs that are actively
executing and information to control the audio communication system;
a mass data storage system; and
a computer station controller in communication with said
audio responsive input unit, with said audio output unit,
and with said mass data storage system, said computer
station controller configured to accept the digitized
audio signals from said audio responsive input unit and
to store the digitized audio signals in the mass data
storage system, said computer station controller also
managing the operations of the audio communication
system while the other application programs are
actively executing on the computer station controller on
the computer station.
21. The computer station of claim 1, further comprising a
display that identifies a request to establish a connection
from a user at a different network location.
22. The computer station of claim l,further comprising a
display that shows a message sent to the computer station
from a user at a different network location.
23. The computer station of claim l,further wherein said
computer station controller is responsive to a hardware
interrupt generated by said audio communication system.
24. The computer station of claim 1, further wherein the
management operations of the audio communications system are initiated at start-up of the computer station.
25. The computer station of claim l,further comprising a
display, wherein the computer station controller causes the
display to identify a request to establish a connection.
26. The computer station of claim l,further wherein said
P ackets comprise a status field which contains data which
reflects an operative communications state of the computer
station.
2 7. The computer station of claim 1, further wherein said
packets comprise an arbitration field which contains data
which reflects an arbitration value.
2 8. The computer station of claim 1, further wherein said
computer station controller is responsive to a hardware
interrupt generated by said audio responsive input unit.
29. The computer station of claim l,further wherein said
computer station controller uses hardware interrupts to
operate in a multitasking environment.
30. A computer station of a cellular computer network,
said computer station comprising:
a display;
a computer station network interface;
a microphone;
a speaker; and
an audio communication system, said audio communication system comprising:
an audio responsive unit which accepts analog audio
waveform signals from the microphone and digitizes
the audio waveform signals;

an audio output unit which converts digital audio waveform signals to analog audio waveform signals for
audible output by the speaker; and
a computer station controller configured to execute application programs of said computer station, said computer station controller coupled to said audio responsive input unit, to said audio output unit, and to said
computer station network interface, said computer station controller configured to accept the digitized audio
signals from said audio responsive input unit and to
provide the signals in audio data packets for transmission via said computer station network interface over
the cellular computer network, said computer station
controller further configured to accept audio data
packets from said cellular computer network via said
computer station network interface and to transfer said
audio data packets to said audio output unit, said station network interface and to transfer said audio data
packets to said audio output unit, said computer station
controller also managing the operations of the audio
communication system while other applications programs are actively executing in the computer station
controller, wherein said display provides on a screen a
user interface to control said audio communications
system and said other application programs.
31. A computer station of a cellular computer network,
said computer station comprising:
a computer station network interface;
a microphone;
a speaker; and
an audio communication system, said audio communication system comprising:
an audio responsive input unit which accepts analog
audio waveform signals from the microphone and digitizes the audio waveform signals;
an audio output unit which converts digital audio waveform signals to analog audio waveform signals for
audible output by the speaker; and
a computer station controller configured to execute application programs of said computer station, said computer station controller coupled to said audio responsive input unit, to said audio output unit, and to said
computer station network interface, said computer station controller configured to accept the digitized audio
signals from said audio responsive input unit and to
provide the signals in audio data packets for transmission via said computer station network interface over
the cellular computer network, said computer station
controller further configured to accept audio data
packets from said cellular computer network via said
computer station network interface and to transfer said
audio data packets to said audio output unit, said computer station controller also managing the operations
of the audio communication system while other application programs are actively executing in the computer
station controller, further wherein a background application executing in the computer station controller
manages the operations of the audio communication
system, further wherein a user interface displays on a
screen information that allows a user to manage the
audio communication system and said other application programs.
32. A computer station of a computer network carrying
packets, said computer station comprising:
a computer station network interface;
a microphone;
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a speaker; and
an audio communication system, said audio communication system comprising:
an audio responsive input unit which accepts analog
audio waveform signals from the microphone and digitizes the audio waveform signals;
an audio output unit which converts digital audio waveform signals to analog audio waveform signals for
audible output by the speaker;
a computer station controller configured to execute application programs of said computer station, said computer station controller coupled to said audio responsive input unit, to said audio output unit, and to said
computer station network interface, said computer station controller configured to accept the digitized audio
signals from said audio responsive input unit and to

6

10

provide the signals in audio data packets for transmission via said computer station network interface over
the computer network, said computer station controller
further configured to accept audio data packets from
said network via said computer station network interface and to transfer said audio data packets to said
audio output unit, said computer station controller also
managing the operations of the audio communication
system while other application programs are actively
executing in the computer station controller; and
a user interface that displays on a screen information to
control the audio communication system and said other
application programs.
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